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Abstract This Report is observations and the learning during my stay at Attock Refinery Limited as an Internee from 24th August to 18th September,2015. ARL is a member of Attock Group of Companies, a fully integrated group covering all segments of oil and gas industry from exploration to production, and refining to marketing of a wide range of petroleum products in Pakistan.
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Introduction About ARL: ARL is a member of Attock Group of Companies, a fully integrated group covering all segments of oil and gas industry from exploration to production, and refining to marketing of a wide range of petroleum products in Pakistan. Besides being also engaged in power generation, manufacturing and trading of cement and other entrepreneurial activities in Pakistan. 1. Attock Refinery Limited 2. National Refinery Limited 3. Pakistan Oilfields Limited 4. Attock Petroleum Limited 5. Attock Cement Pakistan Limited 6. Attock Gen Limited 7. Attock Hospital (Pvt.) Limited 8. Attock Information Technologies Services (Pvt.) Limited 9. Attock Sahara Foundation In1978 to take over the business of the Attock Oil Company Limited (AOC) relating to refining of crude oil and supplying of refined petroleum products. It was subsequently converted into a Public Limited Company in June, 1979 and is listed on the three Stock Exchanges of the country. The Company is also registered with Central Depository Company of Pakistan Limited (CDC).Original paid-up capital of the Company was Rs 80 million which was subscribed by the holding company i.e. AOC, Government of Pakistan, investment companies and general public. The present paid-up capital of the Company is Rs 852.93million. ARL is the pioneer of crude oil refining in the country with its operations dating back to 1922. Backed by a rich experience of more than 90 years of successful operations, ARL’s plants have been gradually upgraded / replaced with state-of-the-art hardware to remain competitive and meet new challenges and requirements. It all began in February 1922, when two small stills of 2,500 barrel per day (bpd) came on stream at Morgah following the first discovery of oil at Khaur where drilling started on January 22, 1915 and at very shallow depth of 223 feet 5,000 barrels of oil flowed. After discovery of oil in Dhulian in 1937, the Refinery was expanded in late thirties and early forties. A 5,500 bpd Lummus Two-Stage-Distillation Unit, a Dubbs Thermal Cracker Lubricating Oil Refinery, Wax Purification facility and the Edeleanu Solvent Extraction unit for smoke-point correction of Kerosene were added. There were subsequent discoveries of oil at Meyal and Toot (1968). Reservoir studies during the period 1970-78 further indicated high potential for crude oil production of around 20,000 bpd. In 1981, the capacity of Refinery was increased by the addition of two distillation units of 20,000 and 5,000 bpd capacity, respectively. Due to their vintage, the old units for lube/ wax production, as well as Edeleanu, were closed down in 1986. In 1999, ARL commenced JP-1 pipeline dispatches and in 2000, a Captive Power Plant with installed capacity of 7.5 Megawatt was commissioned. Another expansion and up gradationproject was completed in 1999 with the installation o f a Heavy Crude Unit of 10,000 bpd and a Catalytic Reformer of 5,000 bpd. ARL’s current nameplate capacity stands at 43,000 bpd and i t possesses the capability to process lightest to heaviest (10-65 API) crudes.



Current and Future Projects: ARL’s current Expansion / Up-gradation Projects comprises of Preflash unit, Naphtha Isomerization unit, Diesel Hydro Desulphurization (DHDS) unit and expansion of existing
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Captive Power Plant. This would increase refinery capacity by 10,400 bpd, motor gasoline production would increase by 20,000 Tons per month and would enable ARL to produce Euro II compliant low sulphur diesel. These Projects are expected to be completed by September 2015. The Company is ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO/IEC 17025, OHSAS 18001 certified and is the first refinery in Pakistan to declare implementation of ISO 50001 (Energy Management System). White Oil Pipeline project is the future project of ARL.



Departments:          



CEO Secretariat Finance Business Review and Assurance Human Resources & Administration Commercial and Material Management Maintenance Operations Technical Services and Planning Department Engineering HSEQ Department



Overview of Working Process of ARL: Attock Refinery Limited (ARL) receives 50 % through bowzers and 50% from pipeline. Crude oil thus received processed to fractional distillation. Products are stored in their respective storage tanks and dispatched to customers after thorough quality inspection. ARL customers include Pakistan State Oil (PSO), Attock Petroleum Limited (APL), Shell Pakistan. Products Limited, Chevron Pakistan Limited, Total Parco, Byco, Hascol, Askar 1, Admore , Bakri Trading Oil , Overseas Oil trading company Ltd and Zoom Petroleum Ltd.
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Maintenance Department Maintenance Department plays a very significant and critical role in the refinery. It aims to achieve excellence in performance by: Providing “Zero Defective” repair and maintenance services of highest standards to company’s internal and external customers. Enhancing skill level of technical staff and training them so that they can perform maintenance in efficient manner. Improving productivity by actively advancing towards the state of the art technology, system and services that meet the emerging expectations of on-growing competitive environment and achieve safe environment for zero loss time injuries. Sections of Maintenance Department:        



Plants maintenance Power Plant Electrical & Instrumentation Offsite Maintenance Planning & CMMS Workshop, Transport, Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning Civil Structure and Building



Instrumentation: Instrumentation in the plant area is essentially required as to monitor and control the flow and storage of crude and their products safely in the Plantation area .The following field instrumentation is required to calculate four basic attributes of every plant valves and tanks: i.e.  Flow  Temperature  Pressure  Level



Flow Measurement Flow Measurement Terms: Density A measure of mass per unit of volume (lb/ft3 or kg/m3). Specific Gravity The ratio of the density of a material to the density of water or air depending on whether it is a liquid or a gas. Compressible Fluid Fluids (such as gases) where the volume changes with respect to changes in the pressure. These fluids experience large changes in density due to changes in pressure. Non-compressible Fluid Fluids (generally liquids) which resist changes in volume as the pressure changes. These fluids experience little change in density due to pressure changes.
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Linear Transmitter output is directly proportional to the flow input. Square Root Flow is proportional to the square root of the measured differential pressure. Beta Ratio (d/D) Ratio of a differential pressure flow device bore (d) divided by internal Diameter of pipe (D). A higher Beta ratio means a larger orifice size. A larger orifice plate bore size means greater flow capacity and a lower permanent pressure loss. Pressure Head The pressure at a given point in a liquid, measured in terms of the Vertical height of a column of the liquid needed to produce the same pressure.



Basic Fluid Properties: Viscosity Viscosity is the resistance a fluid (liquid or gas) to flow or to objects passing through it. Viscosity may be thought of as the ‘thickness’ of a fluid. It is an internal frictional force between the different layers of the fluid as they move past one another. In a liquid, this is due to the cohesive forces between the molecules while in a gas it arises from collisions between the molecules. The viscosity of a liquid generally decreases when the temperature increases. Gases, however, show the opposite behavior and the viscosity increases for increasing temperature.



Velocity profiles One of the most important fluid characteristics affecting flow measurement is the shape of the velocity profile in the direction of flow. Ideal profile In a friction less pipe, a flat “ideal” velocity profile would result in which all the fluid particles move at the same velocity.
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Laminar flow Laminar flow is characterized by concentric layers of fluid moving in parallel down the length of a pipe. The highest velocity (Vmax) is found in the center of the pipe. The lowest velocity is found along the pipe wall.



SIDE VIEW



END VIEW



VMAX



PARABOLIC FLOW PROFILE



CONCENTRIC FLUID LAYERS



Turbulent Flow For a given pipe and liquid, as the flow rate increases, the laminar path of an individual particle of fluid is disturbed and is no longer straight. This is called the transitional stage. As the velocity increases further the individual paths start, to intertwine and cross each other in a disorderly manner so that thorough mixing of the fluid takes place. This is termed turbulent flow.
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Measurements Techniques: Volumetric flow rate The volumetric flow rate, Q, represents the total volume of fluid flowing through a pipe per unit of time and is usually expressed in liters per second (l/s) or cubic meters per hour (m3/HR). The measurement of volumetric flow rate is most frequently achieved by measuring the mean velocity of a fluid as it travels through a pipe of known cross sectional area A. Thus:



Q=V·A



Velocity The term velocity is often used to describe the speed at which the fluid passes a point along the pipe.



Point velocity The point velocity is the flow velocity in a localized region or point in the fluid.



Mean flow velocity The mean velocity can be determined using standard averaging techniques in which the velocities of each band are summed and then divided by the number of bands.



Mass flow rate Most chemical reactions are largely based on their mass relationship and, consequently, to control the process more accurately, it is often desirable to measure the mass flow of the product. The mass flow rate, W, gives the total mass of fluid flowing at any given time. Knowledge of volume flow rate, Q and the fluid density, p, determines the mass flow rate from: W = Q.· p (kg/s)
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Temperature Measurement Glass thermometers:



Pressure Thermometers:



Thermal expansion methods: Bimetallic sensors: This type of sensors is based on the observation that different materials can have different thermal expansion properties. These properties are mainly mechanical in nature.
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Thermocouple: Thermocouples are the most popular temperature sensors. They are cheap, interchangeable, have standard connectors and can measure a wide range of temperatures. The main limitation is accuracy, system errors of less than 1°C can be difficult to achieve. Resistive thermometers: This type of sensors is based on the observation that different materials can have different resistive profiles at different temperatures. These properties are mainly electrical in nature. Thermistors: Thermistor, a word formed by combining thermal with resistor, is a temperature-sensitive resistor fabricated from semiconducting materials. The resistance of thermistors decreases proportionally with increases in temperature. The operating range can be as wide as -200°C to + 1000°C.



Pressure Measurement Pressure measuring instruments are functionally divided into two parts  Sensors  Transducers



There are two basic kinds of sensors  Wet sensors: contain liquid that responds to the pressure.  Dry sensors: use an elastic element that responds to pressure. Pressure instruments can be divided in to two major categories.  Those that employ mechanical means to detect and communicate pressure  information from the process and secondary device  Those that rely on electrical phenomenon or relationship to carry out this  function



Pressure transducers A device that converts the mechanical output of a pressure sensor to a standard electrical is the transducer. An electrical pressure transducer consists of three elements  Pressure sensing element: usually a bellow, diaphragm or bourdon tube.  Primary conversion element: Converts mechanical action of the pressure  sensing element into an electrical signal, usually resistance or voltage.  Secondary conversion element: It produces a standard signal according to the needs of the control system.
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Level measurement Level measurement is important for proper process operation and also for cost accounting and inventory purposes. Liquid measurement needs two reference points. Surface of liquid being measured Datum point (fixed reference point), either bottom or top of tank. Methods of Level measurement: The common methods employed for automatic continuous liquid level measurement are as follows.  Displacement (Buoyancy)  Head (Bubble tube, Diaphragm box, Pressure, Differential pressure)  Capacitance  Radiation  Ultrasonic
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Power Sources in Attock Refinery There are two main sources of power in ARL  Power Plant  WAPDA ARL Power Plant has three generators of 2.5MW capacity of each (Total 7.5 MW). The total critical load of refinery is almost 4.5MW so normally two generators are enough to fulfill the load requirement while the third one remains on standby. Generators generate power on a voltage level of 11KV. From WAPDA a line of 132KV is goes to the Grid Station of ARL. Here it is stepped down to 11KV. Voltage level is kept same so that in emergency situations we do Bus Bar coupling to power the whole refinery through one power source. Electrical Distribution Network of ARL:
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Switching Yard (Grid Station) Instrument Transformers To measure AC currents and voltages of very high magnitude we need the measuring instruments having higher range, which literally mean huge instruments. Or there's another way, using the transformation property of AC currents and voltages. We can transform the voltage or current down with a transformer whose turn ratio is accurately known, then measuring the stepped down magnitude with a normal range instrument. The original magnitude can be determined by just multiplying the result with the transformation ratio. Such specially constructed transformers with accurate turn ratio are called as Instrument transformers. These instruments transformers are of two types  Potential Transformers (PT).  Current Transformers (CT) Potential Transformer (PT) Potential transformers are also known as voltage transformers and they are basically step down transformers with extremely accurate turn ratio. Potential transformers step down the voltage of high magnitude to a lower voltage which can be measured with standard measuring instrument. These transformers have large number of primary turns and smaller number of secondary turns. A potential transformer is typically expressed in primary to secondary voltage ratio. For example, a 600:120 PT would mean the voltage across secondary is 120 volts when primary voltage is 600 volts. Current Transformers (CT) Current transformers are generally used to measure currents of high magnitude. These transformers step down the current to be measured, so that it can be measured with a normal range ammeter. A Current transformer has only one or very few number of primary turns. The primary winding may be just a conductor or a bus bar placed in a hollow core. The secondary winding has large number turns accurately wound for a specific turn ratio. Thus the current transformer steps up (increases) the voltage while stepping down (lowering) the current. Now, the secondary current is measured with the help of an AC ammeter. The turns ratio of a transformer is NP / NS = IS / IP SF6 Circuit Breaker During the opening operation the gas contained inside a part of the breaker is compressed by a moving cylinder that supports the contacts or by a piston. This forces the SF6 through the interrupting nozzle. When the contacts separate, an arc is established. If the current is not very high, it is extinguished at the first zero crossing by the pushing the SF6 through the arc by the piston. If the short circuit current is high, the arc extinction may not occur at the first zero crossing, but the gas pressure will increase sufficiently to blow the arc out. By connecting several interrupting heads in series, SF6 breakers can be constructed for voltages of up to 765 kV. Transformer A transformer is an electrical device that transfers electrical energy between two or morecircuits through electromagnetic induction. In ARL we have a transformer of 7.5MVA
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Surge Arrestors A surge arrester is a device to protect electrical equipment from over-voltage transients caused by external (lightning) or internal (switching) events.



Circuit Breaker Electrical circuit breaker is a switching device which can be operated both manually and automatically for controlling and protection of any electrical power system. As the modern power system deals with huge currents, the special attention should be given during designing of circuit breaker to safe interruption of are produced during the opening/closing operation of circuit breaker. All circuit breakers perform the following functions:  SENSE when an overcurrent occurs.  ACT by tripping in a timely manner to p revent damage to the circuit breaker and the conductors it protects. According different criteria there are different types of circuit breaker. According to their arc quenching media the circuit breaker can be divided as  Oil circuit breaker  Air circuit breaker  SF6 circuit breaker  Vacuum circuit breaker Air circuit breakers (ACB): The working principle of this breaker is rather different from those in any other types of circuit breakers. The main aim of all kind of circuit breaker is to prevent the reestablishment of arcing after current zero by creating a situation where the contact gap will withstand the system recovery voltage. The air circuit breaker does the same but in different manner. For interrupting arc it creates an arc voltage in excess of the supply voltage. Arc voltage is defined as the minimum voltage required maintaining the arc. This circuit breaker increases the arc voltage by mainly three different ways:  It may increase the arc voltage by cooling the arc plasma. As the temperature of arc plasma is decreased, the mobility of the particle in arc plasma is reduced; hence more voltage gradient is required to maintain the arc.  It may increase the arc voltage by lengthening the arc path. As the length of arc path is increased, the resistance of the path is increased, and hence to maintain the same arc current more voltage is required to be applied across the arc path. That means arc voltage is increased.  Splitting up the arc into a number of series arcs also increases the arc voltage. There are mainly two types of ACB available.  Plain air circuit breaker  Air-blast circuit breaker
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Oil circuit breakers (OCB) Mineral oil has better insulating property than air. The oil is used to insulate between the phases and between the phases and the ground, and to extinguish the arc. When electric arc is drawn under oil, the arc vaporizes the oil and creates a large bubble of hydrogen that surrounds the arc. The oil surrounding the bubble conducts the heat away from the arc and thus also contributes to deionization and extinction of the arc. Disadvantage of the oil circuit breakers is the flammability of the oil, and the maintenance necessary (i.e. changing and purifying the oil). The oil circuit breaker is the one of the oldest type of circuit breakers. Vacuum circuit breakers (VCB) Vacuum circuit breakers are used mostly for low and medium voltages. Vacuum interrupters are developed for up to 36 kV and can be connected in series for higher voltages. The interrupting chambers are made of porcelain and sealed. They cannot be open for maintenance, but life is expected to be about 20 years, provided that the vacuum is maintained. Because of the high dielectric strength of vacuum, the interrupters are small. The gap between the contacts is about 1 cm for 15 kV interrupters, 2 mm for 3 kV interrupters.



Sulfur-hexafluoride (SF6) circuit breakers Sulfur-hexafluoride (SF6) is an excellent gaseous dielectric for high voltage power applications. SF6 is a colorless non-toxic gas, with good thermal conductivity and density approximately five times that of air (6.14 kg/m3.). It does not react with materials commonly used in high voltage circuit breakers. It has been used extensively in high voltage circuit breakers and other switchgear employed by the power industry. Applications for SF6 include gas insulated transmission lines and gas insulated power distribution substations. The combined electrical, physical, chemical and thermal properties offer many advantages when used in power switchgear. Some of the outstanding properties of SF6 which make its use in power applications desirable are:  high dielectric strength  unique arc-quenching ability  excellent thermal stability  good thermal conductivity The SF6 gas is identified as a greenhouse gas, safety regulation are being introduced in many countries in order to prevent its release into atmosphere. Breaker properties The principle of operation is similar to the air blast breakers, except that SF6 is not discharged in the atmosphere. A closed-circuit, sealed construction is used. T here are mainly three types of SF6 CB depending upon the voltage level of application:  Single interrupter SF6 CB applied for up to 245 kV (220 kV) system  Two interrupter SF6 CB applied for up to 420 kV (400 kV) system  Four interrupter SF6 CB applied for up to 800 kV (715 kV) system
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During the opening operation the gas contained inside a part of the breaker is compressed by a moving cylinder that supports the contacts or by a piston. This forces the SF6 through the interrupting nozzle. When the contacts separate, an arc is established. If the current is not very high, it is extinguished at the first zero crossing by the pushing the SF6 through the arc by the piston. If the short circuit current is high, the arc extinction may not occur at the first zero crossing, but the gas pressure will increase sufficiently to blow the arc out. By connecting several interrupting heads in series, SF6 breakers can be constructed for voltages of up to 765 kV.
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